
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Knowledge Organiser: Everyday Materials 
Year 2: Autumn Term 2 

Extended Specialist Vocabulary 

      Word Definition 
New Vocabulary 

conductor anything that carries or allows 
heat, electricity, or sound to 
travel. 

brick a hard block of dried or baked 
clay used as a building material. 

paper a thin material made from wood, 
rags, or grasses. Paper is used 
for writing, wrapping, and 
covering walls. 

cardboard a stiff material made of layers 
of paper and used to make things 
like boxes and signs 

friction the rubbing of one thing against 
another 

movement change in position or location. 

suitability right for the situation or 
purpose 

surface the outside or the top of an 
object 

stretch to pull out in length and get 
bigger 

twist to form into an unnatural shape 

waterproof something that keeps water out 

flexible easily bent without breaking 

rigid difficult to bend; stiff 

Revised Vocabulary 
matter a physical substance 

property a characteristic of something 

absorbent  able to soak up liquid 

 

Who: Scientific Influences 

Name/Picture Why significant 

John McAdam 
1756-1836 

He was a Scottish engineer who 
experimented with using new 
materials to build roads, inventing a 
new process called ‘macadamisation’. 
This process was so successful that 
roads were built in this way right 
across the world. 

 
John Dunlop 
1840-1921 

He invented the air-filled rubber 
tyre. It was originally invented in 
1887 to use with bicycles, and then 
became very useful when 
automobiles were developed. He 
originally used rubber to make tyres 
for his son’s tricycle. 

Charles 
Macintosh 
1766-1843 

He was an inventor and chemist who 
invented waterproof fabrics in 1818. 
The Mackintosh raincoat was 
introduced in 1824. He invented the 
first waterproof fabric by painting 
a dissolved rubber solution onto 
cloth. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Sticky Knowledge 
Know that materials can have useful properties for a 
given job (including being waterproof, strong, hard, 
soft, flexible, rigid, light or heavy) 
Know that many types of plastic are waterproof, that 
steel (a type of metal) is strong, that rock is hard, that 
cotton wool is soft, that rubber is flexible, that rock is 
rigid, that polystyrene (a type of plastic) is light and 
that iron (a type of metal) is heavy.  
Know that when objects move across a surface there is 
friction when they rub against each other and that 
sometimes this friction is larger or smaller.  
Know that applying forces to objects can change their 
shape.  

Possible Scientific Enquiry Questions 
Identifying, 

classifying and 
grouping 

Based on the children’s own 
criteria, classify materials e.g. 
samples of wood, metal, 
plastic, etc. 

Comparative testing Test materials for different 
uses. Which material can you 
use to make an aeroplane?  
Which fabric would you use 
for curtains?  
Which materials are best for 
Cinderella’s mop?  
Which fabric would you choose 
for Elastigirl’s costume?  
Which paper can be used for a 
book, fabrics for a child’s 
dungarees, materials for 
aeroplanes etc? 

 

Diagrams/maps  
Squashing, Bending, Twisting and Stretching 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Knowledge Organiser: Living Things and Habitats 
Year 2: Autumn Term 1 

Extended Specialist Vocabulary 

      Word Definition 
New Vocabulary 

birth the act of being born 

decay to slowly worsen in 
condition 

energy the power to make 
something work 

microhabitat a small area different from 
the larger surrounding 
habitat 

dead no longer alive 

life cycle the sequence of changes 
that a living thing goes 
through as it grows and 
develops 

food chain the order in which living 
things depend on each other 
for food 

source the start of something 

nutrients a substance that is needed 
for healthy growth 

reproduction to produce another living 
thing of the same kind 

consumption the act of using up 
something 

environment all the physical surroundings 
on Earth 

 Revised Vocabulary 
habitat the natural environment of 

an animal or plant 
deciduous a deciduous plant loses its 

leaves once a year 
evergreen an evergreen plant keeps its 

leaves all year round 
flower flowers attract bees and 

insect to visit the plant 
plant to put or set in the ground 

for growth 
tree a plant having a permanently 

woody main stem or trunk 
growth something that grows or 

has grown 
 

Who: Scientific Influences 

Name/Picture Why significant 

 
George 

Mottershead 
1894- 1978  

George Mottershead 
founded Chester Zoo in 1931. 
This zoo was unusual at the 
time as the animals did not 
live in cages. They lived in 
larger enclosures. 

 
Greta 

Thunberg 
Born in 2003  

Greta is an environmental 
activist. She was born in 
Stockholm, Sweden. When 
she was eight, she started 
learning about climate 
change. The more she 
learned, the more baffled 
she became as to why so 
little was being done about 
it. She believes that climate 
change will mean that animals 
will lose their habitats.  
 

Diagrams/maps 
 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Sticky Knowledge 
Know that living things move, grow, consume nutrients and reproduce; that 
dead things used to do these things, but no longer do; and that things 
that never lived have never done these things. 
Know that polar bears are an example of an animal adapted to its 
environment – thick fur for warmth and oily paw pads to ensure that they 
don’t freeze to the ice. 
Know that sharks are another example – smooth skin and streamlined 
shape for quick swimming; and gills for breathing underwater.  

Know that cacti are an example of a plant adapted to its environment – 
thick skin keeps a store of water safe; sharp spikes keep animals from 
stealing the water.  
Know that pine trees have thick bark and pine cones to protect against 
cold winters. 
Know that woodlice live under logs – an example of a microhabitat – as 
they need somewhere dark and damp, so they do not dry out.   
Know that plants absorb energy from the sun; that this energy is 
consumed by herbivorous animals; and that carnivorous animals eat other 
animals. 
Know that arrows on a food chain show the direction that the energy 
travels. 

Possible Scientific Enquiry Questions 
Observing over time Explore animals and plants in micro-habitats throughout 

the year.  
Identifying, classifying 

and grouping 
Find things that are living or dead. 
Find things that have never been alive. 
Classify minibeasts found in the environment based on 
physical structure. Classify plants found in the 
environment. 

Research using 
secondary sources 

Use secondary sources to name plants and animals seen 
in the local environment that they may not currently be 
able to name (Leafsnap UK on Apple App Store, 
Woodland Trust resources). 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Knowledge Organiser: Plants 
Year 2: Summer Term 1 

Extended Specialist Vocabulary 

      Word Definition 
New Vocabulary 

bulb stage of a plant that is formed 
underground 

seed the small part of a flowering plant 
that grows into a new plant 

survival to remain alive and continue to exist 

temperature degree of hotness or coldness as 
measured on a scale 
Revised Vocabulary 

nutrients the act of using up something 

consumption the act of using up something 

habitats the natural environment of an 
animal or plant 

energy the power to make something work 

growth something that grows or has grown 

deciduous a deciduous plant loses its 
leaves once a year 

evergreen an evergreen plant keeps its 
leaves all year round 

flower flowers attract bees and insect to 
visit the plant 

plant to put or set in the ground for 
growth 

tree a plant having a permanently 
woody main stem or trunk 

structure a thing made up of a number of 
parts joined together in a certain 
way 

roots 
 

the part of a plant that usually 
grows underground. Roots take 
up water and nutrients, and hold 
the plant in the soil 

stem the main part of a plant that 
grows up from the ground and 
supports the branches, leaves 
and flowers 

 

Who: Scientific Influences 

 

Name/Picture Why significant 

 
 

David Douglas 
1799-1834 

David was a Scottish 
botanist who worked at 
the Glasgow Botanical 
Gardens and the Royal 
Horticultural Society in 
London. He took part in 
three trips from England 
to North America. He 
introduced the Douglas 
fir in 1827, as well as 
several other pines, fir 
trees, the lupin and the 
flowering currant. 
Douglas died on an 
expedition to Hawaii while 
climbing a mountain called 
Mauna Kea. 

 
Jeanne Baret 
1740 - 1807 

Jeanne was a French 
woman who accompanied 
her partner, the botanist 
Philbert Commerson, on 
an expedition to South 
America, Tahiti and 
Mauritius. She was the 
first woman to sail around 
the world. Women were 
not allowed on board 
ships at that time, so she 
had to disguise herself as 
a man to join the 
expedition. She and 
Commerson introduced 
the bougainvillea to 
Europe, as well as around 
70 other plants. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sticky Knowledge 

Know that seeds and bulbs need to be buried underground in soil and that 
they will grow into adult plants under the right conditions (water, warmth). 

Know plants are deprived of light, food or air will not grow and will die.  

Know that plants and animals produce offspring that grow into adults.  

Possible Scientific Enquiry Questions 
Observing over time Plant seeds and bulbs and observe how they grow. 

Identifying, classifying 
and grouping 

Classify seeds and bulbs. 

Pattern seeking Do big seeds germinate more quickly? 
Does it matter which way round you plant a bulb 
or seed? 
Which comes first, the root or the shoot? 

Research using secondary 
sources 

Look at packets to decide how to plant and care 
for seeds e.g. How much water do they need? Do 
they need shade/full sun? 

 

Diagrams/maps  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Knowledge Organiser: Animals including Humans 
Year 2: Spring Term 1 

Who: Scientific Influences 

Name/Picture Why significant 

 
Charles Darwin 

1809 – 1882 

Discovered the theory that 
species change over time 
(evolution). Some animals 
survive over time and others 
don’t because of how the world 
changes.  

 
Gregor Mendel 

1822 - 1884 

Founded the science of 
genetics; identified many of the 
rules of heredity and that 
traits are passed from parents 
to offspring in a mathematically 
predictable way. 

Extended Specialist Vocabulary 

      Word Definition 
New Vocabulary 

reproduction when living things make a new 
living thing of the same kind 

offspring the child of an animal 

adult  a fully grown up animal or plant 

survival continuing to live or exist 

temperature the degree of heat present in a 
substance or object 

hygiene how clean something is (to stay 
healthy and stop disease and 
illness spreading) 

exercise a physical activity to keep your 
body fit 

nutrition  food needed to live for health 
and growth 

develop  to grow and become stronger. 

life cycle  the changes living things go 
through to become an adult 

dehydrate to lose water (dry out) 

diet  the food and water that an 
animal need 

 Revision Vocabulary 
growth the process of increasing in size 

habitat the natural home or environment 
of an animal or plant 

nutrients a substance that provides 
nourishment 

consumption the action of eating or drinking 
something 

 

Sticky Knowledge 

Know that plants and animals produce offspring that grow 
into adults 

Know that animals, including humans, need food, water and air 
to survive 

Know the basic food groups: fruit and vegetables, 
carbohydrates, protein, dairy, fat and sugary foods 

Know that more than half of our diet should be made up of 
carbohydrates, fruit and vegetables 

Know that fats and sugary foods should be eaten rarely and 
in small amounts 

Know that people need to exercise often to help their body 
stay fit and strong 

Know that keeping clean, including washing and brushing 
teeth, is an important part of staying healthy 

 

Possible Scientific Enquiry Questions 
Observing over 

time 
How much food and drink do I 
have over a week?  

Pattern seeking Which age group of children 
wash their hands most in a day?  

Identifying, 
classifying and 

grouping 

Which offspring belongs to 
which animal?  

Comparative 
testing 

Do bananas make us run faster?  

Researching 
using secondary 

sources 

What food do you need in a 
healthy diet and why?  

Diagrams/maps  
 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


